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ABSTRACT 
Given a set of n points {Pi ..... Pn} and distances p~pj between them, distances are 
defined to a new point p in such a way that ~-1PP i  is a minimum and the metric prop- 
erties are preserved. The new point is between each of at least n/2 pairs of the given 
points. 
I f  2n points in a Euclidean plane lie at the ends of line segments with 
a common intersection, P0, then clearly the sum of distances from P0 
to the given points is a minimum. Now suppose we have, not a metric 
space, but a finite set of points on which a metric is defined and we wish 
to construct a minimal point. The main result of this paper is that any 
such minimal point has separating properties imilar to those of P0. 
S---- {Pa ..... Pn} is a metric set if there is defined for each pair of 
points Pi ,  P~ a function p~pj, which we shall call the distance, having 
the following properties: 
(1) PiP~ ~ 0 for all i, j ;  
(2) PiP~---- 0 if and only if i = j ;  
(3) PiPj = PjPi ; 
(4) PiPe ~ PiP3 -k PkPi for all i, j, k. 
Given S and n real numbers defining distances PPi = PiP for i = 1 ..... n, 
* This paper is a revision of part of the author's doctoral dissertation at the Uni_ 
versity of Pennsylvania, prepared under the direction of Professor L J. Schoenberg. 
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we call S u {p} metric if property (4) is satisfied. It ensures that, if 
pp~ ---- 0 for some k, thenpCpk ~- PiP for all i, and we can satisfy property 
(2) by setting p ----Pk. Property (1) follows from (4) by setting Pk = Pi 
and p~ ---- p in (4). We construct a point Po by defining distances PoP~ 
in such a way that S u {P0) is metric. 
Our problem, then, is to construct P0 such that 
~ PoPi z min ~ PPi. 
i= l  p i=1 
We shall call P0 a minimal point of the set S. 
REMARK. This minimal problem might be restated as a special case of 
a standard problem of linear programing: that is, to minimize ~'~=~ ti
where t i~  0 and ti q - t j  ~ bij for i, j = 1, 2 .... , n, with bi~'s given 
constants atisfying triangle inequalities b o. q- bik ~ b3k. 
On separating points. Consider now an arbitrary permutation of the 
first n numbers ,o) 
7~ = i l ,  i2, , in 
DEFINITION. Given a metric set S ofn  points, we shall ca l l f (n)  = Y,'~=~ 
P,Pi, a sum of n linked distances o f  S. 
Clearly each point appears in the sum exactly twice; the sum itself may 
be used to describe circuits of the points which correspond to the dis- 
joint cycles of the permutation z~. For instance, if n = 5 and 
then 
~r= 1 4 5 
~,, P,,Pi~ ~- 2piP2 9 PaP4 4-P4P5 9 PsPa . 
(I am grateful to Professor A. M. Ostrowski, who pointed out in a con- 
versation with Professor Schoenberg that a sum of n linked distances 
might best be described in terms of permutations.) 
DEFINITION. Given a particular sum of n linked distances of S, 
= ]~=lPvPi , ,  a point p is called a separating point of Y, provided 
that: (i) S u {p } is metric; and (ii) for every term P~Pi, of Y~, pp, q- pp~, 
= PvPi~ 9 
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The second requirement is the usual notion of metric betweenness: 
p is between the points p~ and Pi,.  
From the triangle inequality it follows that for any p 
PP, + PPi, ~ P,Pi~ (~ = 1 ..... n). 
Adding these we obtain 
2 ~ pp,, ~ ~ p.pr = f (z O. (1) 
v=X v=l  
Taking the minimum on the left (as a function of p) and the maximum 
on the right (as a function of n) we have 
2 ~ PoP, >~ maxf(oz). (2) 
l,=1 
Two facts become immediately obvious: (i) Since if p is a separating 
point, we have equality in (1) and hence in (2), the only sum of n linked 
distances which admits of a separating point is a maximum with respect 
to n; and (ii) if a separating point exists, it is a minimal point of S and 
1 
Y, POP,, = ~- maxf(~r). 
v=X 
Less obvious is the converse of statement (ii); and this is the subject 
of our main theorem: 
THEOREM. Given a metric set of n points such that the maximal sum of 
n linked distances is T, any minimal point is a separating point; hence 
rain PPi = -~ T. 
P i=1 
We shall prove this theorem by defining distances to a separating 
point P0 and by showing that triangle inequalities involving these dis- 
tances are satisfied. To accomplish this we must study some properties 
of the maximal sum of n linked distances. 
LEMMA 1. Let A be some sum of distances between points of S such that 
each term of A is a term of T, the maximal sum of n linked distances. 
I f  B is any sum of distances involving the same points as A with the same 
multiplicities, then A ~ B. 
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PROOF. The lemma is obvious if A contains terms of T repeated no 
oftner than they appear in T; for, since T is a maximum, any partial sum 
of its terms dominates any sum of distances among the same points with 
the same multiplicities. It is not immediately obvious if some terms appear 
oftener in A than in T. 
However, if no term appears in A more than m times, we can always 
add terms from T to both A and B so that A plus the added terms equals 
mT and every point of S appears in each sum exactly 2m times. If we 
can partition the augmented terms of B into m sums, each a sum of n 
linked distances of S, we shall be finished, for then each will be less than 
or equal to T. 
Such a partition exists because given any sum of mn distances, with n 
points each represented exactly 2m times among the terms, we can 
always pick out one sum of n linked distances. We do this by defining 
sets so as to apply P. Hall's theorem on a necessary and sufficient condi- 
tion for a collection of subsets to have a system of distinct representatives 
[1, p. 48]. We can pick a second such sum from the remaining sum of 
(m-  1)n distances, and so on. 
The structure o f  the max imal  sum o f  n l inked distances. Let ~r* be the 
permutation which corresponds to the maximum sum of n linked dis- 
tances T. Then we want zr* to have the following properties, and we can 
ensure that it does: 
(i) z~* contains no fixed point. If, for instance, PiP1 + P2P3 appears 
in T, we can replace it by PiP2 -]-PiP3 ~ P2P3 = PiP1 Jr-PAP3. 
(ii) zr* contains no even cycles of length longer than 2. For suppose T
contains 
PlP2 ~ P2Pa + " " " "q- P2m-lP2m q- P2mPl 9 
Then 
PiP2 + P2P3 + "'" + P2mPl ~ 2(p2P3 -k P4P5 + "'" § P~raPl)' 
Adding 
PiP2 -- P2P~ + " " " + P2m-lP2m -- P2mPt 
to both members, 
2(PlP~ q- P3P4 + 9 "" § Pzm-tP2m) >-- PiP2 + PzP3 + "'" + P2mPl 9 
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Thus we can replace the cycle (1 2 . . .  2m) by 
(1 2) (3 4) . . .  (2m -- 1 2m). 
Now we look at the point p~ and its role in T. Let us assume j is not 
contained in a 2-cycle of ~* and hence it is contained in an odd cycle 
of length 2m + 1 > 1. Let C be the sum of terms in the circuit corres- 
ponding to this cycle. (We shall also use C to indicate the circuit itself.) 
Let T~ be the maximal sum of n -- 1 linked distances of S -- {p~}. If  
C ~- PiP2 + P2P3 + "'" + P~mP2m+l q- P2mP2m+l , 
let Cj be the maximal sum of 2m linked distances of all points in C except 
Ps: i.e., of 
{Pl ,Pz , - " ,P2m+l}-  {Pj}" 
This means, by application of Lemma 1, that 
C: = 2(pj+lPj+2 -t-Pj+3P3+4 -k . . .  + P:-2Pj-I) (3) 
where addition in subscripts is modulo 2m § 1. 
LEMMA 2. With the above conditions and terminology, T 3 -- C~ = T - -  C. 
PRooF. T + Cj > T~ + C by Lemma 1 and (3). 
T~ > T -- C + Cj. For all terms in C appear in T and, subtracting, 
we have on the right a sum of n -- 1 linked distances and on the left 
the maximum such sum. 
Distances to a separating point. As a result of Lemma 2, we can say 
that if pj is a point of S appearing in two distinct terms of T--say 
P3-tP5 + p~p~+l--and hence in some circuit C, then 
r j_  1 - -  C j _  1 = r -  C = TS+~ -- C3+~. 
Using (3) to write out C~._1 and C3+a, we have: 
Tj_I  - -  2(pjpj+l -k P~+ePj+z + "'" -k P:-zPj-2) 
= T:+I -- 2(pj+~pj+3 q-Pj+4Pj+5 4- " "  + Pj-3P~-2q- Pj-aPj) .  
Or, subtracting like terms: 
T3_I -- 2pjp~+l = T~+~ -- 2pj_apj,  
Ts_ ~ + 2ps_ip j = Tj+~ + 2p~pj+~. 
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For such pj we now define PoP~ : 
PoPj = p:pj_x/2 q- (Ti_~ -- T~)/4 
= P3Pj+I/2 + (Ti+, -- T~)/4 (4) 
-~ p~p~_i/2 + (Cj_~ -- C~)/4. 
since Tj._I - -  Cj_I ---- T-  C = T 3 - -  C 3 and thus TS_ 1 - -  T~ ---- Cj_I - -  Cj. 
Clearly P0 satisfies condition (ii) for a separating point: that is, PoPj 
+ P0Pj+I = P~P~+~ 9 
In the above case diStances are uniquely determined by the equations 
for a separating point, but in the following they are not. I fp j  appears in T 
in the double term 2pjpy,  we have fewer than n distinct equations at- 
isfied by the n distances to the separating point. These equations are 
satisfied by a similar definition of distances: 
PoPj = p:pj,/2 + (Ty - -  T~)/4. (5) 
We have to prove that S u {Po} is metric. This means we must 
demonstrate the triangle inequalities: 
PoPj + PoPk ~ PiPe, 
PoP5 -- PoPe <-- PiPe, for all j, k. 
There are three cases to be considered separately for the first inequality: 
CASE 1. pj and Pe each appear in two distinct terms of T and hence 
PoPj and PoPe are defined by any of the formulas of (4). I f  we let C be the 
circuit containing pj and B that containing Pe (not necessarily different), 
the inequality to be proved becomes: 
or  
pSp5_~/2 q- (C j _  1 - -  Cj)/4 q- PePk-1/2 q- (Bk-~ -- Bk)/4 ~ PiPe 
2p~pj_~ + C~_~ + 2pepk_~ + Bk_, >_ 4pipe + Cj + Bk . 
By (3) all terms on the left are terms of T; Lemma 1 applies, and the 
inequality holds. 
CASE 2. p~ appears in two distinct terms of T, in the circuit C, and Pe 
appears in a double term. Then the inequality to be proved reduces to: 
2pjpj_x + Cj_~ + 2pkpk, + Tk, >_ 4pjpk + Cj + Tk. (6) 
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Since Tk, is a maximum sum of n -- 1 linked distances, 
Tk, ~ 2pipe § T -- C -- 2pkpk, -F- Cj, (7) 
for the terms subtracted on the right are in T and thus the right member 
is exactly a sum of n -- 1 linked distances of  S -- {p~,}. 
Adding 2pip3_1 q- C~_1 -F- 2pkpk, to both sides of (7) we have 
2pjp:_x q- C~_1 -F- 2p~pk, -t- Tk, ~ 2p:p~ q- T -- C -- 2pkpk, q- C: 
+ 2pjpj_l -F- Cj-1 + 2pkpk, 
= 2pjpk + T + C, 
since, by (3), Cj + Cj_I + 2pjp~_~ = 2C. But T + C ~ 2pypk + Cj+Tk 
by Lemma 1, and this is exactly what we need for (6). 
CASE 3. pj and Pk each appear in double terms of T. We must prove: 
2p~p~, + Ty + 2pkpk, + Tk, ~ 4p~pk + Tj + Tk. 
We shall do this by proving: 
2pjpj, q- T:, ~ 2p:pk q- T~. (8) 
I f  this holds for all j, k, clearly 
2pkpk, + Tk, ~ 2p:pk + Tj. 
Adding, we obtain the inequality we need. 
The idea of the proof  of  (8) is this: Since Tj, is a maximum, it dominates 
any sum of  n - 1 linked distances involving all points of  S except pj, ; 
we shall show that 
2pjpy + some such sum ~ 2pjpk + Th. . (9) 
This inequality will hold because we shall choose distances on the left 
in such a way that all those not the same as terms on the right are terms 
that appear in T. 
What  sum we use on the left side of (9) depends on Tk 9 Tk = terms in 
T q- terms not in T (including terms appearing once in T but twice in Tk). 
We write the terms of the second set in a chain with p,  leading to p , , ,  
where PAP,, is a term of  T but not of  T k : 
Pk,Pa + P,,Pb q- " -F- Pu,Pw q- P~'Pk, (10) 
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We find the first and last terms of  (10) because the terms 2pkpk, of T 
cannot appear in Tk. Therefore there must be terms Pk,Pa and Pw,Pk, 
in Tk. I fpa,  = Pw, our chain consists of  just the two terms. Otherwise 
we have in Tk P~,Pb which does not appear in T. And so on. Since T and Tk 
are maxima, any partial sums of each which cover the same points must 
agree, and our chain includes all terms in Tk and not in T. 
Consider three possibilities, depending on (10): 
(i) Suppose neither pj, nor pj appears in (10). Then 2p3p3, is among the 
terms in both sums Tk and T. We can construct a sum of n -- 1 linked 
distances of  points in S -- {pj,}: 2pjpk + (10) + terms in T n T~ but 
not, of course, p jpy .  With this sum as a candidate for Tj, (9) is an 
equality. 
(ii) Suppose that, starting either with the p~,p, term on the left or the 
Pw,Pk, term on the right of  (10), we can find a subchain between Pk, and 
P3 which does not contain p~,: say 
Pk,Pa + P,~'Pb + """ + PoPs 9 
On the left side of  (9) we use 
2p3py § PjPk + Pk,Pa + Pa,Pb + "'" + PgPj + terms from T 
to complete the linked sum of distances to points in S - {pj,}. Terms 
common to the left and the right cancel, and there remain on the left 
only terms from T, dominating terms on the right involving the same 
points. 
(iii) I f  the subchains from both Pk, terms in (10) lead to pj, then by 
our rule of  formation the next terms on the right of  the first p~, term and 
on the left of  the second involve pj and so we have a subchain from pj 
to pj : say 
PjPa + Pa'Pb + " " " + P:Pj.  
The sum we add to 2pjpj, on the left side of (9), then, is 
PjPa + Pa,Pb + "'" § P:Pj + other terms from T 
as needed for the linked sum ofn  -- 1 distances of  S -- {p~,}. Again terms 
from (10) cancel corresponding terms from Tk on the right, leaving only 
terms from T on the left, and again we have the inequality we need. 
This completes the proof  of  the first triangle inequality. The second 
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follows immediately. For setting pj ,  ~- Pj-1 i fpj  is defined by (4), we have 
in every case 
PoP~ --  PoPk = P jPy - -  PoPj, - -  PoP~ 
<-- P~P~, - -  PyPk 
P~Pk 
The proof of our theorem is also completed, for we have produced P0 
such that, for all r, 
PoP~ ~ p~pi, /2 47 (Ti~ - -  T~)/4; 
hence 
PoP~ 47 ~ PoP i~ = ~ (POP,, 47 POP4,)= ~ P,.P,,, = T. 
v=l v=l  v=l  v=l  
Therefore, given any minimal point p, 
,.=l pp  ,. ~ ~ T. 
Since pp,  47 PPl, >-- P~Piv, we have equality in the sum only if we have 
equality in each term. 
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